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Twenty years ago, the wildlife filmmaker Dereck Joubert was flying over northern 
Botswana in a light aircraft when he saw a cloud of dust rising from the earth 
below. Joubert thought it was strange, given he wasn't flying over desert but the 
vast palm-and-papyrus-covered wetland of Botswana's Okavango Delta. Back then 
the delta was still something of an undiscovered world and this north-eastern 
pocket of the oasis - a remote island of marsh, grass and riverine forest known as 
Duba Plains - was thought to be deserted. 
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Suspecting the red cloud was being caused by poachers, Joubert dipped the plane 
to take a closer look. What he saw took his breath away: a primordial battle taking 
place between a herd of Cape buffalo and two ravenous island lions, the thunder of 
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the buffalos' hooves and sinewy thrash of the bodies creating that great swirl of 
dust. 

Joubert was so thrilled by the sight that, four years later, he and his photographer 
wife Beverly moved to Duba Plains and built a home (later to become their first 
safari camp under the Great Plains Conservation banner). The couple went on to 
shoot two of the most spectacular wildlife documentaries ever made: Relentless 
Enemies (2006) and The Last Lions (2011), chronicling the dramatic conflict 
between buffalos and lions stranded on Duba by the incoming rush of flood waters. 

I have tap-danced around the delta all my life, but never dived in. Born and raised 
in Southern Africa, I've travelled in and written about the region for decades, 
including the Chobe National Park in the north-east of Botswana, just 200km from 
the Okavango. Yet the scale and wonder of Africa's largest oasis has featured large 
in my imagination. 

A Jackson Pollock splatter of blue on the bone-dry canvas of the Kalahari, the 
Delta's seasonal flood is caused not by local rains but by water originating 
1,200km north, in the rugged highlands of central Angola. The Okavango River, 
known in Angola as the Cubango, flows south from those highlands for many 
months until it hits the flat Kalahari Basin. With its route to the ocean blocked, it 
then fans out to flood the landscape, seeping into deep hippo trails and forming 
swamps, islands, creeks and crystal-clear lagoons. 

When we think of floods, we think of devastation, but the Okavango Delta flood is 
different. It brings life: a luminous mosaic of plants, fish, birds and other wildlife. 
Botswana is famous for its diamonds, but its true jewel is the Okavango. 
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For most of Botswana's history, access to the delta was limited. Local tribes such 
as the Bayei navigated the channels in dugout canoes known as mokoros, but only 
the eastern edge of the region, Moremi, had any significant tourism. It was 
designated a game reserve in the early 1960s, when the country was the British 
protectorate of Bechuanaland. Back then, Botswana was one of the poorest 
countries on earth, but after independence in 1966 that changed. Democratic rule 
established under new president Seretse Khama, coupled with the discovery of vast 
diamond reserves in 1967, ushered in prosperity and growth hitherto unseen in the 
rest of Africa. (Khama and his marriage in 1948 to a white Englishwoman, Ruth 
Williams, is the subject of a recent biopic, A United Kingdom). 

Today, Botswana is a middle-income nation, often referred to as the Switzerland of 
Africa. The delta's emergence as the country's unrivalled draw only began in 1993, 
when the government modified its laws to allow companies to lease land on which 
to build safari lodges. So began Botswana's astonishingly successful low-volume, 
high-price safari model: lodges are limited to 24 guests, structures must be easy to 
dismantle, and the relatively short 15-year leases drives standards. In Botswana's 
big-stakes safari game, if you want to keep your concession, your product had 
better be brilliant. 

From a handful of camps in the early 1990s, there are now some 90 lodges in the 
Okavango Delta, many among the smartest and most expensive in the world. But 
the genius of Botswana's safari model is that even as the area has become more 
popular, it has managed to maintain its natural state. 
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In Botswana's big-stakes safari game, if you want to keep your concession, 
your product had better be brilliant  
 
The other miracle of the delta is that it is not a monoculture. 'You can fly 20 
minutes in a light aircraft from a marshland to a riverine forest to a grassland 
habitat on an island,' says Joubert. 'In other parts of Africa you'd have to fly for 
hours to see such variety.' Such complex and changing ecosystems mean lodges 
here offer a variety of different settings and experiences. 

This past December I finally paid my first visit. Travelling in a clockwise loop, I 
had four camps in mind that would give me an idea of how varied the delta can be: 
the newly rebuilt Belmond Eagle Island Lodge in the south; Little Tubu, an 
intimate three-tent camp in the north-west; Dereck and Beverly Joubert's Duba 
Plains Camp, where I hoped to see those lions and buffalo; and &Beyond Sandibe, 
a property so stylish it is said to have completely reinvented the architectural 
possibilities of the safari lodge. 
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Just a 20-minute puddle jump from Maun, gateway town to the delta, is the 
Belmond Eagle Island Lodge. Belmond (formerly Orient-Express Hotels) also 
owns the Cipriani in Venice and Le Manoir aux Quat'Saisons in Oxfordshire, 
among others. It has a reputation to maintain - and this classic camp, built in the 
1990s, had started to look a little tired. So a decision was taken to close the lodge 
for 10 months and completely rebuild it. It reopened just before my visit. 

Set under a canopy of fig and jackalberry trees, the main lodge is built in a figure-
of-eight shape that mimics the bends in the Doro Channel, flowing 90 metres in 
front of it. A cocktail bar, its curved banquettes splashed with burnt-orange throws 
and tables laid with decorative chess sets, is at one end; a restaurant at the other, 
bird's-nest chandeliers of weaved brass swinging above. The most striking feature 
is a spinal wall in smooth black and rough grey Cemcrete. At first I was confused. 
Then I got it: the colours and textures allude to the hides of elephant emerging, wet 
and black, from the channel, turning grey as they graze and dry in the sun. 
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December is the green (rainy) season in Botswana, but conversely the dry season 
for the delta, which floods between May and November. During the floods the 
main means of game viewing is by mokoro or river boat. But what sets the new-
look Belmond Eagle Island Lodge apart is something rather grander: 35-minute 
aerial safaris in a Bell 206 four-seat helicopter. 

I take an early-morning flight with master guide Franz Schmidt, a 30-something 
German. Lions had been heard overnight to the north, and after removing the 
chopper doors to allow unhindered views, we take off to find them, flying low over 
an oxbow river, skimming strangler fig trees and scattering giraffes. Hippos and 
crocs wallow in the mud on the banks. 

Schmidt points to a shady palm grove near a herd of grazing buffalo, the likely 
location of the lions. We circle a while and appear out of luck, but then I glimpse 
it: the tawny flash of a pair of cubs wrestling in the dust before disappearing 
behind the fronds. 
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The view is the thing, the land below a vast green plain dotted with palm trees, 
buffalo, elephant, waterbuck, warthogs and dozens of delicate termite mounds. 
Schmidt is as knowledgeable about the small things: palm trees are not indigenous 
here - 'their seeds come down river from Angola'. And those termite mounds, part 
of the classic delta landscape, are a vital element of the life cycle: they will 
eventually become dry islands on which animals will find sanctuary from the 
floods. 

Back at the lodge I find sanctuary in my tent, accessed by a wooden walkway from 
the main lodge. It has a private deck with an infinity plunge pool facing the river; 
the mini-bar is styled on a vintage Louis Vuitton travel case and is stocked with 
gin, olives and a cocktail shaker. I mix myself the requisite Martini. Later that 
evening I opt out of the regular game drive (wild-dog prints had been spotted) to 
fish from a mokoro, my guide Boitshepo Maphane poling me gondolier-style 
through the lilies and mud flats. I get some nibbles from catfish but the real thrill is 
watching four elephant appear on the eastern shore, slide down the bank, and wade 
tusk-deep to the other side, as if crossing a road. A herd of red lechwe antelope 
judged their progress like traffic cops. 

If Belmond Eagle Island Lodge is all about high-flying glamour, my next stop, 
Little Tubu, is more concerned with keeping it wonderfully old school. This 
intimate three-tent camp, baby sister to adjacent Tubu Tree Camp - both managed 
by Wilderness Safaris - is owned by fifth-generation Botswanans David and Cathy 
Kays, whose family helped pioneer safari tourism here in the 1930s.Wilderness 
Safaris, arguably Southern Africa's leading blue-chip eco-tourism operator, 
founded in Maun in 1983, is still headquartered in the country. It's a winning 
combination. 

Little Tubu's beige canvas tents are set on raised decks linked by a roped 
boardwalk leading to a shaded sitting and dining area, with a bar counter built into 
a giant woodland waterberry tree. The entire camp overlooks an open floodplain. 
During the floods a lower deck and boma (a sand-floor enclosure where afternoon 
tea of carrot cake and fresh-baked scones is served) becomes a civilised dock from 



which to step into a mokoro and pole out on game-viewing expeditions. In the dry 
season there are traditional, twice-daily game drives. 
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Heading off at dawn with a garrulous guide called Cruise (who I naturally name 
Tom), I see my first adult lions of the trip: three females and a giant male enjoying 
a post-prandial nap in the shade of a strangler fig. The bloody carcass of a red 
lechwe, last night's feast, lies a few metres away. For the rest of the drive I take in 
the spectacular bird and plant life: iridescent lilac-breasted rollers flash through a 
sycamore forest; scarlet fireball lilies and white and pink crinum lilies add dazzling 
bursts of colour. 

There is a relaxed, artisanal atmosphere to Little Tubu. Run entirely on solar 
power, it feels more like remote bush home than lodge; my tent has a ceiling fan, 
but no air-conditioning, and a rustic, outdoor shower (from which I spy a bushbuck 
grazing happily below me). At night, glass jars containing mini solar lamps light 
the walkways. The dining room table is fashioned out of a thick slab of felled 
sausage tree. Meals have a traditional home-spun feel, too. On my final night I eat 
slow-cooked pumpkin, bream fillets and a beef stew heated on steel pots over a fire 
pit, shooting stars darting in the vast skies above. 

My long-anticipated visit to Dereck Joubert's Duba Plains Camp, did not, at least 
initially, go as planned. My stay was due to coincide with the release of a white 
rhino on the 31,000-hectare concession, part of Rhinos Without Borders, a 
campaign led by the Jouberts' Great Plains Conservation company to translocate 
100 endangered rhino from South Africa to Botswana. Twenty-five have already 
been moved, but the Duba delivery was cancelled when word got out of a poacher's 
camp in the Caprivi Strip, 130km north in Namibia. 
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We fly low over an oxbow river, skimming strangler fig trees and 
scattering giraffes. Hippos and crocs wallow in the mud  
 
Botswana takes its conservation and anti-poaching seriously. Safaris long ago 
surpassed cattle ranching as the country's second biggest earner (after diamonds), 
and 40 per cent of the population in the wildlife-rich north is employed in the 
trade. Animals are the diamonds up here. The president, Ian Khama, in the same 
progressive tradition as his father Seretse, banned commercial hunting in 2014, and 
was a driving force behind the delta's UNESCO World Heritage listing. 

Great Plains has three camps in Kenya and six in Botswana, five of which are in 
(or on the edge of) the Selinda Reserve, in the country's north-east. Duba, however, 
is the flagship. In 2000, the Jouberts built a home here on the banks of a papyrus 
marsh (where they still live), then erected a separate six-tent camp after founding 
Great Plains. In 2016 they began a complete rebuild of that lodge and a new seven-
tent camp set in a forest area overlooking marshland opened in March this year. In 
addition, there's the new, fresh and contemporary Duba Expedition Camp: six sleek 



explorer-style tents of light canvas on raised decks, all set around an open-sided 
canvas dining marquee, with glorious views of a floodplain. Great Plains tends to 
attract fans of the Jouberts' films, and all their camps, including Duba Expedition, 
come with 400mm Canon cameras and heavy-duty Swarovski Optik binoculars for 
guests to use. It's the same hi-tech equipment Dereck and Beverly work with. 
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Of course, the great attraction of Duba Plains is what brought the Jouberts here in 
the first place: those animals captured so powerfully in Relentless Enemies. The 
film documents how the Tsaro lion pride, stranded on Duba, developed a taste for 
the buffalo they share the island with. The buffalo in turn learn to fight back. In 
one incredible scene the lions swim into the onrushing delta waters to take down 
their bovine prey. All the while the Tsaro numbers diminish, as the far bigger 
buffalo become expert at repelling the lions. 
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At last I am close to the battlefield captured so memorably by Joubert. Led by my 
guide, Kops, I cross a makeshift wooden bridge over the reed marsh (I can see the 
Jouberts' rustic home on the edge of the tree line) and then, rather like crossing a 
border into another world, the landscape opens up into a vast floodplain. It reminds 
me of Kenya's Masai Mara during the rains: lush green grass stretching to the 
horizon, broken only by watering holes and giant termite mounds. We find the 
descendants of the famous Tsaro pride lazing against one of those mounds, the 
male alone, several females and eight cubs nearby. There are buffalo too, but they 
respectfully keep their distance, as do vast herds of lechwe. 

The following morning, we run into two young lions from the same pride ambling 
down a rutted road. A minute later, a warthog crosses their path. On such chance 
meetings hangs life or death. The lions crouch, then spring. That little pig has no 
chance. Within seconds, the cats are crunching through its bones. 

It's a 30-minute flight south from Duba Plains and then a half-hour drive to 
&Beyond Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge, through lush grassland and finally a 
forest of wild palms and tall figs. And there it is, a domed building of overlapping 
white cedar shale rising out of a clearing like the shell of a giant pangolin. 

A symphony of wood, two-and-half storeys high, with giant arched beams of 
laminated pine holding up the dome, its front and sides are entirely open to a 
marshy everglade too thick with reeds to make out the river running through it. 
Café tables of bleached pine dot the lower-floor restaurant; upstairs there's a loft-
like mezzanine bar, its swooping counter carved into the shape of a vintage ocean 
liner. My first thought is, this would be a great concert venue; my second is to 
order an espresso. 
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The 12 rooms, identical pangolin-shaped pods, are built on raised platforms, like 
most places in the delta. But, unlike most places, my raised box bed (with remote-
control mosquito netting) faces sliding doors that open onto a private deck with a 
plunge pool overlooking the reeds. But the star of the show is the indoor shower, a 
conical tower built in the shape of a termite mound with a shower head the size of 
a satellite dish. 
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This is safari lodge as design hotel: urbane, fashion forward, relentlessly 
contemporary. Aside from the design, the ethos is reflected in the organic, seasonal 
menu: lavish breakfasts of fresh fruit, waffles and artisanal coffee; build-your-own 
pizzas and deconstructed salads (beetroot, goat's cheese, rocket) for lunch; and 
fresh-baked red velvet cakes and pastries for afternoon tea. Dinners of springbok 
tenderloin and rosemary rack of lamb are served in an open-air boma, the area lit 
not by traditional lanterns but giant LED balls suspended from the trees. 

Now here's the thing: I'm an African and I'm supposed to scoff at such opulence. 
This is not a real safari! There are animals out there! Why are people checking 
emails?! 

But the truth is, I love it. Instead of going on the requisite twice-daily game drives 
I read on the daybed by my plunge pool, cool down in that conical shower, 
mainline coffee in the restaurant, and email and Facetime with friends back home. 
And I'm filled with wonder at it all. Here, in tiny land-locked Botswana, on the 
edge of a vast African wetland that 50 years ago was cut off from the outside 
world, I'm immersed in state-of-the-art luxury and design. Hat's off to the little 
country that could. 

The Explorations Company offers a nine-night trip to Botswana and the Okavanga 
Delta from £9,500 per person (based on two sharing). These Botswana safari 
holidays include two nights at &Beyond Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge, two 
nights at Little Tubu camp in the northern Delta region, two nights at Belmond 
Eagle Island Camp and three nights at Duba Plains Camp, which adjoins the 
Moremi Game Reserve. The price includes accommodation on a fully inclusive 
basis, all activities in the camps and internal flights. Not included are international 
flights to Maun, Botswana, visas and travel insurance. +44 1367 850566; 
explorationscompany.com. South African Airways and Emirates both fly direct 
from London to Maun, Botswana. flysaa.com; emirates.com 
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